acceptable,particularly in light of eugenic
arguments that have questioned black intelligenceand morals and served as justification for all manner of restrictions, including those on intermarriage, as means
to preserve the white race. Taboo has a
lively discussion of this era in a chapter
called “AmericanEugenics.”Many respectable scientistscontributed to eugenics. It is a testament to earlier acceptance of
their arguments that the founder of the
NAACP, W. E. B. DuBois, said, “The mass
of significant Negroes, particularly in the
South, still breed carelessly and disastrously,with the result that the increase
among ignorant Negroes, even more than
among whites, is [in] that portion of the
population least intelligent and fit, and
least able to rear children properly.”
Taboo is not all controversy.Entine
provides us with many interesting
vignettes of the struggle blacks made to
break the color line. He writes carefully
on a very touchy topic, and made me a bit
more optimistic that some decent people
have the courage to broach important
questions of genetics and race. If decent
people don’t discuss this subject, we concede the turf to black and white racists.

Walter E. Williams is John M. O h professor and chairman of the department of
economics at George Mason University.

MODEL “A” FORD
By Brock Yates

Print the Legend
By Scott Eyman
Simon & Schuster, 592 pages, $40
hink of John Ford in black and white.
While many of his greatest pictures,
including The Searchers and The Quiet
Man, were shot in color, it is the nuanced,
monochromatic composition of such masterpieces as The Grapes of Wrath, Stagecoach, How Green WasMy Valley,and My
Darling Clementinethat stand as Ford‘s
trademarks. As the widely respected critic
and biographer Scott Eyman notes in his
detailed and incisive chronicleof Ford’s
life, Print the Legend, the fabled director
was distrustful of color.“It’s much easier
thanblack and white for a cameraman,”he
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said.“It’s a cinch to work in, if you’ve got an
eye at all for color and composition. But
black and white is pretty tough. You’ve got
to know your job and be very careful to lay
your shadows properly and get the perspective right. There are certain pictures,
like The Quiet Man, that call for colornot the blatant kind-but a soft, misty
color. For a good dramatic story,though, I
much prefer to work in black and white;
you’ll probably say I’m old fashioned,but
black and white is real photography.”
Over his 50-year career, which began
in the silent era as a prop man working
with his older brother Frank, an aspiring
actor, Ford directed 140 films and won six
Oscars. While he is best remembered for
his wonderfully expansive yet intensely
personal Westerns, beginning with Stagecoach (1939) and ending with Cheyenne
Autumn (1964)-most of which starred
his friend, compatriot, and occasional
whipping boy John Wayne-Ford‘s body
of work ranged from the Elizabethan era
(Mary of Scotland,which included a littleknown love affair with its star, Katherine
Hepburn) to powerful chronicles of
World War I1 like They WereExpendable,
Mr. Roberts, and his extraordinary documentary, The Battle of Midway.
Ford’s empathy for the common man
generated explosive energy in such gritty
epics as The Grapes of Wrath, How Green
Was My Vallex Tobacco Road, and Young
Mr. Lincoln. These films in particular set
him apart from the slick hacks who dominated Hollywood during the ’30s and’40s.
But the great man’s legend was based
as much on his personal life as on his
work. As much an actor as the hapless
souls he dragooned and tongue-lashed
during shootings, Ford had a flair for the
dramatic equal to anyone. A herculean
party man, Ford surrounded himself
with a retinue of hard-living pals, including favorite actors from his informal
stock company like Wayne, Ward Bond,
and Harry Carey Jr. He told some whoppers and erected a biography of fact and
fable for himself that biographer Eyman,
with a clear eye and no fured agenda,
penetrates with unerring accuracy.
Ford claimed to have been born on
February 1,1895, in Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, as Sean Aloysius O’Fearn. In fact,
Eyman’s search of the town’s birth

records revealed, Ford was born a year
earlier and named John Martin Feeney.
“Jack”Ford, as he was to be known to
friends for the rest of his life, also claimed
to have worked as a cowboy (doubtful: he
was a dreadful rider) and reported he had
forayed with Pancho Villa-a story surely
stolen from fellow director Raoul Walsh.
“Such flights of fancy are hardly grievous character flaws,”observes Eyman,
perhaps with a dollop of excessive charity. “Ford was, after all, a professional
story teller.” He matured in the wooly,
pre-television era of the teens, OS, and
O OS, when titanic adventurers like Ernest
Hemingway and Teddy Roosevelt fascinated the populace, trailing behind them
as they did lurid tales of hyperbolic personal derring-do.
Irascible, choleric, and stubborn to a
fault, Ford fostered his public image as a
hard-knuckled rebel working among a
rabble of Hollywood flunkies and yesmen. Much of this was theatrical posturing intended to conceal a sensitive soul
that resided inside the blustery exterior.
This had to be the case, because no one
as seemingly boorish and occasionally
vicious as the public Ford could have
harbored the dimensional genius necessary to compose, direct, and cut the classics that marked his career.
To be sure, not all critics celebrate the
master. David Thomson, the brilliant
observer of motion pictures, has defined
the Ford philosophy as “a rambling
apologia for unthinking violence later
disguised by the sham legends of old
men fuddled by drink and glory.”Yet
Thomson, in the 1994 edition of his
superb A Biographical Dictionary of
American Film, celebrated The Searchers
as a “riveting, tragic, and complex experience, a movie in which Ford gives up
many of his false certainties and [offers]
a story filled with disturbing, half-buried
thoughts of race and failure. On the
strength of that one film I would love to
read a thorough life of Ford.”
Thanks to Scott Eyman, Thomson’s
wish has been fulfilled.

Brock Yates’ most recent book is Outlaw
Machine: Harley-Davidson and the
Search for the American Soul.
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OVER-LOOKED, NEWLY RELEVANT, OR
OTHERWISE DESERVING OLDER BOOKS

1110 OUR OWN BUSINESS
By Aaron Steelman

A Foreign Policy for Americans
By Robert A. Tafi
Doubleday, 1951
t’s easy to understand why most
Americans paid little attention to the
war in the Balkans. In the first place,
nine out of ten people probably
couldn’t pick out Kosovo on a map.
Second, no U.S. soldiers were killed in
the line of fire. But this doesn’t mean
that the NATO-led intervention wasn‘t
important. It surely was.
The conflict set at least one important
precedent: That it’s perfectly reasonable
to send American troops into harm’s way
for “humanitarian”reasons alone. And it
bolstered another trend that has been
gaining ground for years: The President
doesn’t need to get approval from Congress before he wages war; he just needs
to“consult”withCapitol Hill.
Opponents of American intervention found these developmentstroubling, but few expressed their reservations with power or eloquence. When
congressional critics appeared on television they had almost as much trouble explaining why they were against
the war as Madeleine Albright and
Sandy Berger had explaining why they
were for it. These critics needed a
guidebook. They could have benefited
from looking at A Foreign Policyfor
Americans, by former senator and
presidential aspirant Robert A. Taft.
Though it was originally published
in 1951, the book addresses many of
the issues confronting lawmakers today. Taft starts out by posing a very
simple and important question, one

that isn’t asked often nowadays: What
is the “real purpose and object” of
America’s foreign policy? His answer is
clear: “No foreign policy can be justified except a policy devoted without
reservation or diversion to the protection of the liberty of the American
people, with war only as the last resort
and only to preserve that liberty.”
Such a declaration gets us away
from making foreign policy decisions
on an ad hoc basis, and it answers
muddy questions. For example: Why
intervene in the Balkans but not in
Rwanda? Using Taft’s statement as a
guide, the United States wouldn’t act in
either case. The reason, of course, is
that while overseas human-rights violations sadden most Americans, they
don’t pose a threat to our security.
“We have no primary interest as a
national policy to improve conditions
or material welfare in other parts of
the world or to change other forms of
government. Certainly we should not
engage in war to achieve such purposes,” Taft wrote. Similarly, in a 1943
speech before the American Bar Association, which is reprinted in part inA
Foreign Policyfor Americans, Taft argued “[Florce should not be called for
against any nation because of any internal domestic policy, except rearmament in excess of a quota imposed or
agreed to. Interference in domestic
policies, even such vital matters as tariffs or the treatment of minorities,
would be more likely to make war than
prevent it.” Indeed, by making war on
Serbia, NATO actually made things
worse for many of Kosovo’s ethnic Albanians. And now that the Kosovo Liberation Army has the upper hand in
many areas, it, too, is meting out brutal
punishment against defenseless people. But this time Serbs are the victims.
Bill Clinton wasn’t the first president to claim that he could wage war
without congressional approval. In the
early 1950’s, Harry Truman argued
that he could send troops to Korea

without the say-so of Congress. This
angered Taft. He wrote: “I do not think
that the American people have ever
faced a more serious constitutional issue or one which in the end may present a greater threat to their freedom.”
To Taft, the issue was two-fold. First,
if you give the President exclusive decision-making authority in foreign affairs, war becomes more likely.“History
shows that when the people have the
opportunity to speak [through the actions of Congress] they as a rule decide
for peace if possible. It shows that arbitrary rulers are more inclined to favor
war than are the people at any time,” he
wrote. Second, once the president takes
the country to war, the effects are felt
not only abroad, but also at home
where Congress has responsibilities.
During wars, the federal government has claimed emergency powers
that would have otherwisebeen unthinkable. Wars have been an excuse
for suppressingcivil liberties on a massive scale, establishing wage and price
controls, and sharply hiking taxes.
When the emergencies eventually end,
many of the emergency measures do
not. “War not only produces pitiful human suffering and utter destruction of
many things worth-while,but it is almost as disastrous for the victor as for
the vanquished,” Taft warned.
Taft wasn’t a pure non-interventionist. “He did not oppose all American commitments abroad, all alliances
with other nations, or the extension of
all American power beyond the United
States,”notes historian Henry Berger.
But Taft believed it was sheer hubris to
think that the United States could
recreate the world in its own image. He
understood there were limits to what
America could, and should, do overseas. Most political leaders today lack
such humility.

Aaron Steelman is a graduate student
in the social sciences at the University
of Chicago.
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